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Tuesday, Dec. 15, 2009
Calendar
Have a safe day!
Tuesday, Dec. 15
10:30 a.m.
Research Techniques Seminar
- Curia II
Speaker: Jean-François
Genat, University of Chicago
Title: Sampling Front-Ends
ASICs in CMOS Technology
for Pico-Second Timing with
Micro-Channel Plate Devices
3:30 p.m.
NOTE: THERE WILL BE NO
DIRECTOR'S COFFEE
BREAK TODAY
THERE WILL BE NO
ACCELERATOR PHYSICS
AND TECHNOLOGY
SEMINAR TODAY
Wednesday, Dec. 16
2 p.m.
Particle Astrophysics Seminar
(NOTE DATE) - One West
Speaker: Pierre Fayet, École
Normale Supérieure, Paris
Title: More on U(1)
Symmetries, New Gage Boson
and Light Dark Matter Particles
3:30 p.m.
DIRECTOR'S COFFEE
BREAK - 2nd Flr X-Over
THERE WILL BE NO
FERMILAB COLLOQUIUM
THIS WEEK
Click here for NALCAL,
a weekly calendar with
links to additional
information.
Upcoming conferences
Campaigns
Take Five
Tune IT Up
H1N1 Flu

Feature

Celebrate the holidays at
potluck party on Wednesday

From the Particle Physics Division
Editor's note: The Director's Corner, which
normally appears on Tuesday, will run
tomorrow.

The Magicians of PPD
Debbie Harris, MINERvA project manager,
wrote this week’s column.
This year, to celebrate the holiday season,
Fermilab has decided to try something a little
different. The laboratory's inaugural potluck
party will take place from 5-8:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, Dec. 16.
Between 5 and 6:15 p.m., Fermilab
employees, retired employees, users,
contractors, funding agency employees and
their families and friends will gather in the
Wilson Hall atrium to enjoy a wide variety of
cultural cuisine. Please bring to share an
appetizer, main dish or dessert. Foods
representing your ethnicity or culture will be
appreciated, but are not required. The
laboratory will provide non-alcoholic
beverages.

The first time I saw
Particle Physics
Division technician
Mark Shoun take a
MINERvA detector
module laying in a
flat bed truck, lift all
4 tons of it to a
vertical position,
and then suspend it
above a 350-footlong shaft, I thought
it was magic.

Its one thing to
Debbie Harris
know in your brain -and to say in countless talks-- that "the
MINERvA detector will operate in the NuMI
Anyone bringing food to the event can drop off beam, in front of the MINOS near detector."
their dish between 4:30 and 5 p.m. in the
It's completely another thing to see your
Wilson Hall atrium. Volunteers will be waiting, beloved 4-ton detector module hovering in midready to assist in the labeling and placement
air high above the cavern floor.
of your dish.
When I saw this for the first time, I was
At 5:30 p.m., children from the Fermilab Day
standing next to Jim Kilmer, MINERvA project
Care will sing Christmas songs in the Fermilab mechanical engineer, and I asked him if he
atrium.
thought it looked like a miracle. He said, "No.
It's not magic. These guys have done this
From 6:30-8:30 p.m., the evening's
almost 300 times when they installed the
entertainment will take place in Ramsey
MINOS near detector." He tried not to sound
Auditorium. Rocky Kolb will emcee the event,
thrilled, but I could see the pride for this crew
which will include skits, songs and more. View
in his face.
the program and find out more at the party
Web site.
I was awed again when the crew lowered the
module to the bottom of the shaft, where PPD
Special Announcement
technician John Cornele gently eased it onto a
cart and pulled it with an electric fork truck
down the long crowded passageway to the
near detector hall. There another crane would
lift it off the cart and attach it to the detector
stand. Once again the disconnect between
reality and the words used to describe the
process in talks--"like a hanging file folder" -was huge. So many people both at the
laboratory and at universities across the
country have worked hard to put each 4 ton,
precision "folder" together.
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For information about H1N1,
visit Fermilab's flu information
site.
Weather
Sunny
17°/0°
Extended Forecast
Weather at Fermilab
Current Security
Status
Secon Level 3
Wilson Hall Cafe
Tuesday, Dec. 15
- Bagel sandwich
- Golden broccoli soup
- Southern style fish sandwich
- Coconut crusted tilapia
- Burgundy beef tips
- La grande sandwich
- Assorted sliced pizza
- Chicken fajitas
Wilson Hall Cafe Menu
Chez Leon
Wednesday, Dec. 16
Lunch
- Stuffed flank steak
- Garlic mashed potatoes
- Cherry cheesecake

Service Desk online request
system down 6-8 a.m. Dec. 16

Since that first trip, PPD's John Voirin and the
expert crew he supervises have installed a
There will not be access to the Service Desk's total of 68 MINERvA modules. Once they
install another 48 modules, PPD can add yet
ticket-submission and request system, the
another experiment they've made happen to
Remedy Requester Console, between 6-8 a.
their list. The collective experience of the
m. on Wednesday, Dec. 16.
members of the eight-person crew total more
Individuals who log onto the Fermilab network than 200 "man years." Every experiment here
owes them a debt of gratitude for the magic
or have Fermilab computers use the online
they do.
Remedy Requester Console to submit
incidents and requests for service. The
See the assembly of the MINERvA detector
console will be down to apply operating
here
system and database patches and to complete
some network upgrades.
The crew of PPD
Although the console will be inaccessible,
requests for service and incident submissions
can still be made during the downtime by
contacting the Service Desk at x2345.
Special Announcement

East gate to close 1 to 5 a.m.
starting Jan. 5
On Tuesday, Jan. 5, Fermilab will start closing
the east gate at night from 1 to 5 a.m.
Personnel called in during those hours to work
on emergency repairs will be provided access.
All other employees and users who wish to
enter the site between 1 and 5 a.m. will need
to use the main entrance on Pine Street. As
the laboratory gains experience with
emergency repair access during the night,
Fermilab management will modify the
procedures as necessary.

Thursday, Dec. 17
Dinner
- Red pepper soup
- Beef croustades with boursin
and mushroom
- Spinach with scallions and
lemon
- Roasted potatoes
- Raspberry parfait with
Christmas cookies

For more information about the new gate,
please read the articles published in Fermilab
Today on Sept. 24 and Sept. 29.

Chez Leon Menu
Call x3524 to make your
reservation.
Archives

In the News

technicians who install
the MINERvA detector.
Top, from left: John
Voirin. Second row,
from left: John
Cornele, Koroush
Taheri and Mark
Shoun. Third row, from
left: Chris Richardson,
Tom Olszanowski and
Steve Ruzzano.
Bottom: Andrew
Lathrop.

Accelerator Update
Dec. 11-14
- Two stores provided ~64.5 hours of
luminosity
- Pelletron accessed and repaired
- Multiwires installed in MI-8 transfer line
- MI abort kicker problems
- Meson MT5E magnet installed
Read the Current Accelerator Update
Read the Early Bird Report
View the Tevatron Luminosity Charts
Announcements

CERN consider member-state
expansion

Register for Quigg symposium - today

From UPI.com, Dec. 11, 2009

Free martial arts classes - Dec. 16

GENEVA, Switzerland, Dec. 11 (UPI) -Adding Israel and Turkey to the European
Organization for Nuclear Research would
expand its scientific horizon, the group's
director-general said.

FermiLab Mac Users' group meeting Dec. 16

Barring last-minute political objections, the
organization known as CERN could vote this
month on whether to approve Israel and
Turkey's applications, The Times of London
reported Friday.
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Fermilab December payroll
information
Scottish country dancing will meet
every Tuesday through December
International folk dancing meets Dec.
17, then not until Jan. 7

Fermilab Today

Fermilab Today
Result of the Week
Safety Tip of the Week
CMS Result of the Month
User University Profiles
ILC NewsLine
Info
Fermilab Today
is online at:
www.fnal.gov/today/
Send comments and
suggestions to:
today@fnal.gov
Visit the Fermilab
home page
Unsubscribe from Fermilab
Today

"CERN is globally used. Why not add a global
element to its membership?" CERN Director- Give the gift of movies
general Rolf Heuer said. "That is exactly the
discussion that we are having at the moment." Book atrium events through the
Office of Communication
Read more
FMLA and FTL policy updates
In the News
Fermilab blood drive - Dec. 15-16

Atom smasher ramps up
collisions before year end
From theAssociated Press, Dec. 14,
2009

Inaugural potluck party - Dec. 16
Tell us about your Take 5 moment by
Dec. 16

GENEVA — The world's largest atom smasher English Country Dancing - Jan. 3
produced 50,000 proton collisions at the
Fermilab Management Practices
highest energy level ever recorded, the
operators said Monday.
seminar beginning Feb. 11
The weekend run demonstrated how well the
Large Hadron Collider is working in
preparation for going to even higher energy
level next year for experiments to delve further
into the makeup of matter, said Rolf Heuer,
director-general of the European Organization
for Nuclear Research, or CERN.

Sign up for spring Science
Adventures classes
Argentine Tango at Fermilab meets
Wednesday nights

Prescription eyewear technician
The new $10 billion machine, which has made location change
a nearly flawless comeback after being heavily
damaged during a startup collapse a year ago, Lederman Science Center holiday
hours
was built to examine suspected phenomena
such as dark matter, antimatter and ultimately
Chicago Blackhawks discount tickets
the creation of the universe billions of years
ago, which many theorize occurred as a
Additional activities
massive explosion known as the Big Bang.
"After only three weeks of running it almost felt
like routine operation in the CERN control
Submit an announcement
center," said Heuer.
Read more
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